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A Guide to Developing Communication Across the Curriculum
A recommendation which we hope will be a valuable aid to local schools as they study and build their own mathematics
curriculum.

Math Education for Gifted Students
Today's undergraduate students--future leaders, policymakers, teachers, and citizens, as well as scientists and
engineers--will need to make important decisions based on their understanding of scientific and technological concepts.
However, many undergraduates in the United States do not study science, mathematics, engineering, or technology
(SME&T) for more than one year, if at all. Additionally, many of the SME&T courses that students take are focused on one
discipline and often do not give students an understanding about how disciplines are interconnected or relevant to
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students' lives and society. To address these issues, the National Research Council convened a series of symposia and
forums of representatives from SME&T educational and industrial communities. Those discussions contributed to this book,
which provides six vision statements and recommendations for how to improve SME&T education for all undergraduates.
The book addresses pre-college preparation for students in SME&T and the joint roles and responsibilities of faculty and
administrators in arts and sciences and in schools of education to better educate teachers of K-12 mathematics, science,
and technology. It suggests how colleges can improve and evaluate lower-division undergraduate courses for all students,
strengthen institutional infrastructures to encourage quality teaching, and better prepare graduate students who will
become future SME&T faculty.

Developing Mathematical Thinking
For the first time, the "Gifted Child Today Reader" series brings together the best articles published in "Gifted Child Today,"
the nation's most popular gifted education journal. Each book in the series is filled with exciting and practical classroom
ideas, useful summaries of research findings, discussions of identification and classroom management, and informed
opinions about educating gifted kids. Anyone involved in education will benefit from the practical, research-based ideas this
unique series has to offer. Given gifted students' accelerated and intuitive thought processes regarding mathematics,
teachers need to design differentiated curricula and use strategies that increase the complexity and pace of instruction.
The authors provide some specific strategies for both organizing a gifted program and teaching mathematically gifted
students in either the general education classroom or in special settings. "Math Education for Gifted Students" offers
information about how to differentiate for mathematically gifted students, as well as tried-and-true instructional strategies
to employ, including tiered lessons, distance learning, and activities combining architecture and math.

Reading and Writing to Learn Mathematics
Build student success in math with the only comprehensive parent and teacher guide for developing math talent among
advanced learners. The authors, nationally recognized math education experts, offer a focused look at educating gifted and
talented students for success in math. More than just a guidebook for educators and parents, this book offers a
comprehensive approach to mathematics education for gifted students of elementary or middle school age. The authors
provide concrete suggestions for identifying mathematically talented students, tools for instructional planning, and specific
programming approaches. Developing Math Talentfeatures topics such as: strategies for identifying mathematically gifted
learners, strategies for advocating for gifted children with math talent, how to design a systematic math education program
for gifted students, specific curricula and materials that support success, and teaching strategies and approaches that
encourage and challenge gifted learners. The book also includes an extensive listing of both print and Internet resources
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that support math education for talented children. Additionally, the authors include an entire section featuring exemplary
sets of challenging math problems for gifted students.

Developing Mathematics with Pattern Blocks
Facilitator's Guide, How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Looks at the development of interdisciplinary thematic units, covering such topics as content, diversity, technology, and
classroom management.

Minds on Mathematics
Developing number concepts (grades prep-2) :DS21882.

Literacy Strategies for Improving Mathematics Instruction
Thirty years ago, biologists could get by with a rudimentary grasp of mathematics and modeling. Not so today. In seeking to
answer fundamental questions about how biological systems function and change over time, the modern biologist is as
likely to rely on sophisticated mathematical and computer-based models as traditional fieldwork. In this book, Sarah Otto
and Troy Day provide biology students with the tools necessary to both interpret models and to build their own. The book
starts at an elementary level of mathematical modeling, assuming that the reader has had high school mathematics and
first-year calculus. Otto and Day then gradually build in depth and complexity, from classic models in ecology and evolution
to more intricate class-structured and probabilistic models. The authors provide primers with instructive exercises to
introduce readers to the more advanced subjects of linear algebra and probability theory. Through examples, they describe
how models have been used to understand such topics as the spread of HIV, chaos, the age structure of a country,
speciation, and extinction. Ecologists and evolutionary biologists today need enough mathematical training to be able to
assess the power and limits of biological models and to develop theories and models themselves. This innovative book will
be an indispensable guide to the world of mathematical models for the next generation of biologists. A how-to guide for
developing new mathematical models in biology Provides step-by-step recipes for constructing and analyzing models
Interesting biological applications Explores classical models in ecology and evolution Questions at the end of every chapter
Primers cover important mathematical topics Exercises with answers Appendixes summarize useful rules Labs and
advanced material available
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A Guide to Mathematics Coaching
Have you ever wondered why students too often have only a rudimentary understanding of mathematics, why even rich
and exciting hands-on learning does not always result in "real" learning of new concepts? The answer lies in whether
students have actually learned mathematical concepts, rather than merely memorizing facts and formulas. Concept-Rich
Mathematics Instruction is based on the constructivist view that concepts are not simply facts to be memorized and later
recalled, but rather knowledge that learners develop through an active process of adapting to new experiences. The
teacher's role is critical in this process. When teachers prompt students to reflect on their experiences and report and
answer questions verbally, students must re-examine and even revise their concepts of reality. Meir Ben-Hur offers expert
guidance on all aspects of Concept-Rich Mathematics Instruction, including * Identifying the core concepts of the
mathematics curriculum. * Planning instructional sequences that build upon concepts that students already understand. *
Designing learning experiences that provoke thoughtful discussions about new concepts and prepare students to apply
these concepts on their own. * Identifying student errors, particularly those caused by preconceptions, as important sources
of information and as key instructional tools. * Conducting classroom dialogues that are rich in alternative representations.
* Using a variety of formative assessment methods to reveal the state of students' learning. * Incorporating problem-solving
activities that provoke cognitive dissonance and enhance students' cognitive competence. Concept-Rich Mathematics
Instruction is grounded in the belief that all students can learn to think mathematically and solve challenging problems. If
you're looking for a powerful way to improve students' performance in mathematics and move closer to fulfilling the NCTM
standards, look no further: this approach provides the building blocks for constructing a first-class mathematics program.

Developing Mathematics with Base Ten
Using the latest research, this book provides an insight into how learning in mathematics can be improved through a lesson
study approach. This highly practical resource explores the research and theory that underpins lesson study, and shows the
significant impact it can have on teacher development. Divided into ten accessible main chapters that focus in depth on an
individual mathematics lesson, each chapter provides research and background to the lesson, an outline of key features, a
detailed description and analysis of the lesson in practice, post-lesson discussions and reflections which generalise from the
experience, as well as links to helpful resources. Some of the key topics explored include: Fractions Proportional
relationships Probability and statistics Geometry Modelling Algebra Dialogic reasoning. Understanding Lesson Study for
Mathematics is the perfect resource for all mathematics teachers, trainee teachers, and professional developers who are
looking to develop the use of lesson study in their own practice or for those simply seeking new inspiring ideas for the
mathematics classroom.
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A Guide for Developing Interdisciplinary Thematic Units
Developing Roots is an innovative curriculum that uses child-centered experiences to teach math at the Kindergarten level.
A solid math foundation for future work and skill development occurs as curiosity is ignited and a love of math developed.
Lesson designs include tasks that deliver high impact results through active exploration, collaboration, problem-solving, and
reflection.Current research in learning and teaching establishes the foundations for the instructional components. NCTM's
guidelines provide the guiding math principals and essential elements of each of the content areas: Number, Measurement,
Geometry, and Operations. Lessons are aligned with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and place
emphasis on developing the Mathematical Practices.

Developing Number Concepts: Place value, multiplication, and division
Supporting Early Mathematical Development is an essential text for current Early Years practitioners and students, offering
an excellent blend of theory and practice that will enable you to provide successful mathematical education for children
from birth to eight years old. Charting the delivery of mathematical development in Playgroups, Children's Centres,
Nurseries and Primary Schools, it forges links between current practice and fundamental Early Years principles and makes
suggestions for creating effective pedagogies in maths teaching. Promoting mathematical development through play-based
learning, this book presents: a wealth of practical multi-sensory teaching strategies instructional methodologies activity
ideas incorporating play, books, songs, cookery and the outdoors examples of children's work advice on translating theory
into practice questions for reflective practice. Throughout the book, Caroline McGrath breaks down the complexity of
teaching and learning mathematics into simple steps and guides readers through possible gaps in their knowledge, bringing
fresh enthusiasm to teaching mathematics. This is an invaluable resource for practitioners and trainee teachers wishing to
strengthen their mathematical teaching and professional practice, or for students on a wide range of Early Years courses.

Designing Mathematics or Science Curriculum Programs
Use Unity-based examples to understand fundamental mathematical concepts and see how they are applied when building
modern video game functionality. You will gain the theoretical foundation you need, and you will know how to examine and
modify an implementation. This book covers points in a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, and then discusses vectors and
the details of dot and cross products. Basic mathematical foundations are illustrated through Unity-based example
implementations. Also provided are examples showing how the concepts are applied when implementing video game
functionality, such as collision support, motion simulations, autonomous behaviors, shadow approximations, and reflection
off arbitrary walls. Throughout this book, you learn and examine the concepts and their applications in a game engine.
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What You Will Learn Understand the basic concepts of points and vectors and their applications in game development Apply
mathematical concepts to modern video game functionality, such as spherical and box colliders Implement autonomous
behaviors, including following way points, facing a target, chasing an object, etc. Who This Book is For Beginners, and those
interested in the implementation of interactive games, who need a basic mathematical background or a refresher with
modern examples

Transforming Undergraduate Education in Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology
Thirty years ago, biologists could get by with a rudimentary grasp of mathematics and modeling. Not so today. In seeking to
answer fundamental questions about how biological systems function and change over time, the modern biologist is as
likely to rely on sophisticated mathematical and computer-based models as traditional fieldwork. In this book, Sarah Otto
and Troy Day provide biology students with the tools necessary to both interpret models and to build their own. The book
starts at an elementary level of mathematical modeling, assuming that the reader has had high school mathematics and
first-year calculus. Otto and Day then gradually build in depth and complexity, from classic models in ecology and evolution
to more intricate class-structured and probabilistic models. The authors provide primers with instructive exercises to
introduce readers to the more advanced subjects of linear algebra and probability theory. Through examples, they describe
how models have been used to understand such topics as the spread of HIV, chaos, the age structure of a country,
speciation, and extinction. Ecologists and evolutionary biologists today need enough mathematical training to be able to
assess the power and limits of biological models and to develop theories and models themselves. This innovative book will
be an indispensable guide to the world of mathematical models for the next generation of biologists. A how-to guide for
developing new mathematical models in biology Provides step-by-step recipes for constructing and analyzing models
Interesting biological applications Explores classical models in ecology and evolution Questions at the end of every chapter
Primers cover important mathematical topics Exercises with answers Appendixes summarize useful rules Labs and
advanced material available

A Practical Guide to Teaching Mathematics in the Secondary School
An accessible guide to developing intuition and skills forsolving mathematical problems in the physical sciences
andengineering Equations play a central role in problem solving across variousfields of study. Understanding what an
equation means is anessential step toward forming an effective strategy to solve it,and it also lays the foundation for a
more successful andfulfilling work experience. Thinking About Equationsprovides an accessible guide to developing an
intuitiveunderstanding of mathematical methods and, at the same time,presents a number of practical mathematical tools
for successfullysolving problems that arise in engineering and the physicalsciences. Equations form the basis for nearly all
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numerical solutions, andthe authors illustrate how a firm understanding of problem solvingcan lead to improved strategies
for computational approaches. Eightsuccinct chapters provide thorough topical coverage, including: Approximation and
estimation Isolating important variables Generalization and special cases Dimensional analysis and scaling Pictorial
methods and graphical solutions Symmetry to simplify equations Each chapter contains a general discussion that is
integratedwith worked-out problems from various fields of study, includingphysics, engineering, applied mathematics, and
physical chemistry.These examples illustrate the mathematical concepts and techniquesthat are frequently encountered
when solving problems. Toaccelerate learning, the worked example problems are grouped by theequation-related concepts
that they illustrate as opposed tosubfields within science and mathematics, as in conventionaltreatments. In addition, each
problem is accompanied by acomprehensive solution, explanation, and commentary, and numerousexercises at the end of
each chapter provide an opportunity to testcomprehension. Requiring only a working knowledge of basic calculus
andintroductory physics, Thinking About Equations is anexcellent supplement for courses in engineering and the
physicalsciences at the upper-undergraduate and graduate levels. It is alsoa valuable reference for researchers,
practitioners, and educatorsin all branches of engineering, physics, chemistry, biophysics, andother related fields who
encounter mathematical problems in theirday-to-day work.

Understanding Lesson Study for Mathematics
"Serving as a full-colour teacher reference resource, this title provides developmental activities to encourage the best use
of maths manipulatives in the classroom." - product description.

Thinking About Equations
"Serving as a full-colour teacher reference resource, this title provides developmental activities to encourage the best use
of maths manipulatives in the classroom. " - product description.

A Guide to Mathematics Coaching
Lecturers, why waste time waiting for the post arrive? Request your e-inspection copy today! 'This book was a delight to
read. The mathematical content is excellent and the approach to explaining complex concepts is exceptionally good!' -Dr
Jennifer Way, University of Sydney 'I'm a really big fan of this book: it is the single most influential text in my experience of
working with primary maths teachers in the last 12 years' - Andy Tynemouth, Every Child Counts National Adviser, Edge Hill
University 'Every teacher of maths should read this book! It helped me realize why some children are struggling with doing
simple word problems' -Amazon reader review If you are a teacher or student teacher in a nursery or primary school, you
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need a secure understanding of the mathematical ideas behind the material you will use in the classroom. To help young
children develop their understanding of mathematics, you need to develop your own understanding of how mathematics is
learnt. In this indispensible book, the authors help you to understand mathematical concepts and how children come to
understand them, and also help develop your own confidence with mathematical activities. Each chapter of this book
includes: -Real-life examples and illustrations from children and teachers in the classroom -The research behind some of the
concepts and teaching approaches discussed -Pauses to reflect and discuss your own mathematical knowledge and
experience -Age-appropriate classroom activities to try with your class or group.

A Guide to Developing Learning Across the Curriculum
Enhance mathematics instruction and build students understanding of mathematical concepts with this exceptional
resource notebook. Choose from a wide range of easy-to-implement strategies that enhance mathematical content. Topics
include developing students mathematical vocabulary and problem-solving abilities, assessing students mathematics
thinking, and using manipulatives. Highlights include tips on planning instruction and managing the mathematics
classroom, plus differentiation strategies for each lesson. Includes Teacher Resource CD with reproducibles including rubrics
and assessment materials. 296pp.

Developing Literate Mathematicians
Common Core Mathematics in a PLC at Workâ„¢, Leader's Guide
This leader companion to the grade-level teacher guides illustrates how to sustain successful implementation of the
Common Core State Standards for mathematics. Discover what students should learn and how they should learn it.
Comprehensive research-affirmed analysis tools and strategies will help collaborative teams develop and assess student
demonstrations of deep conceptual understanding and procedural fluency.

A Biologist's Guide to Mathematical Modeling in Ecology and Evolution
Engage math teachers and foster productive collaborations through an effective coaching process that builds trust and
rapport and leads to better teaching practice and increased student achievement.

Mathematical Mindsets
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Provides teachers with classroom-proven ways to prepare students to be successful math learners by teaching the
vocabulary and comprehension skills needed to understand mathematics.

Designing Professional Development for Teachers of Science and Mathematics
With the publication of the National Science Education Standards and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics'
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics, a clear set of goals and guidelines for achieving literacy in
mathematics and science was established. Designing Mathematics or Science Curriculum Programs has been developed to
help state- and district-level education leaders create coherent, multi-year curriculum programs that provide students with
opportunities to learn both mathematics and science in a connected and cumulative way throughout their schooling.
Researchers have confirmed that as U.S. students move through the grade levels, they slip further and further behind
students of other nations in mathematics and science achievement. Experts now believe that U.S. student performance is
hindered by the lack of coherence in the mathematics and science curricula in many American schools. By structuring
curriculum programs that capitalize on what students have already learned, the new concepts and processes that they can
learn will be richer, more complex, and at a higher level. Designing Mathematics or Science Curriculum Programs outlines:
Components of effective mathematics and science programs. Criteria by which these components can be judged. A process
for developing curriculum that is structured, focused, and coherent. Perhaps most important, this book emphasizes the
need for designing curricula across the entire 13-year span that our children spend in elementary and secondary school as
a way to improve the quality of education. Ultimately, it will help state and district educators use national and state
standards to design or re-build mathematics and science curriculum programs that develop new ideas and skills based on
earlier ones-from lesson to lesson, unit to unit, year to year. Anyone responsible for designing or influencing mathematics or
science curriculum programs will find this guide valuable.

Basic Math for Game Development with Unity 3D
A Practical Guide to Teaching Mathematics in the Secondary School offers straightforward advice, inspiration and support
for mathematics teachers whether in training or newly qualified. Based on the best research and practice available, it offers
a wide range of tried and tested approaches that succeed in secondary classrooms. Each chapter contains a wealth of tasks
and ideas that allow teachers to reflect on the approaches and make plans for using them in their own classrooms, and
offers ideas for lesson plans, learning activities and suggested further reading and development. Illustrated throughout with
case studies and practical insights from classroom observations and experience, this book covers key aspects of
mathematics teaching, including: managing the class and learning environment; teaching the topics of mathematics;
encouraging mathematical thinking; choosing and using resources; using multi-media technology; assessing work in
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mathematics. A Practical Guide to Teaching Mathematics in the Secondary School is an essential companion to the core
textbook Learning to Teach Mathematics in the Secondary School. Written by expert professionals, it supports you in your
development of imaginative and effective lessons on a variety of curriculum topics in different teaching situations.

Strategies for Teaching Mathematics
Success in mathematics and science requires students to process and comprehend various forms of text; yet, many
teachers feel ill-equipped to promote the development of literacy skills within the context of developing conceptual
understanding of mathematics and science. Many content area literacy resources do not provide an adequate development
of the complexities involved in dealing with mathematics and science texts. This work presents important background
information on the reading and process and classroom tested strategies which include implementation information and
ideas for modifying the strategy to diverse needs. These classroom examples support teachers and educational specialists
as they design instructional experiences to facilitate both students’ conceptualization of important subject area content and
the tools necessary for students to develop the literacy skills necessary to be successful in today’s text rich educational
learning environments.

Developing Math Talent
The classic guide for designing robust science and mathematics professional development programs! This expanded edition
of one of the most widely cited resources in the field of professional development for mathematics and science educators
demonstrates how to design professional development experiences for teachers that lead to improved student learning.
Presenting an updated professional development (PD) planning framework, the third edition of the bestseller reflects recent
research on PD design, underscores how beliefs and local factors can influence PD design, illustrates a wide range of PD
strategies, and emphasizes the importance of: Continuous program monitoring Combining strategies to address diverse
needs Building cultures that sustain learning

A Guide to Mathematics Leadership
The goal of this book is to begin to change the way students experience mathematics in the middle and high school
classrooms. In this book you will find a theoretical basis for this approach to teaching mathematics, multiple guides and
questions for teachers to think about in relation to their everyday teaching, and over 30 examples of problems, lessons,
tasks, and projects that been used effectively with urban students.
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Making Mathematics Accessible to English Learners
Written by three noted mathematics educators, this volume presents a process-based approach to building a high-quality
mathematics program based on five NCTM principles and four NCSM leadership principles.

A Leader's Guide to Mathematics Curriculum Topic Study
Designed for leaders, this guide explores how to use CTS as a professional development tool to strengthen mathematics
programs and improve teaching and learning.

Developing Mathematical Thinkers
In this country we have done a poor job of helping students come to see the wonder, beauty and power of mathematics.
Standards can be brought into the picture, but unless we think about what it means to truly engage students in
mathematics we will continue to be unsuccessful. The goal of this book is to begin to change the way students experience
mathematics in the middle and high school classrooms. In this book you will find a theoretical basis for this approach to
teaching mathematics, multiple guides and questions for teachers to think about in relation to their everyday teaching, and
over 30 examples of problems, lessons, tasks, and projects that been used effectively with urban students.

Understanding Mathematics for Young Children
The authors' enthusiasm for their subject is eloquently conveyed in this book, and draws the reader very quickly into active
investigation of the problems posed. By providing plenty of modelling examples from a wide variety of fields - most of which
are familiar from everyday life - the book shows how to apply mathematical ideas to situations which would not previously
have been considered to be 'mathematical' in character.

Developing Mathematical Talent
Banish math anxiety and give students of all ages a clear roadmap to success Mathematical Mindsets provides practical
strategies and activities to help teachers and parents show all children, even those who are convinced that they are bad at
math, that they can enjoy and succeed in math. Jo Boaler—Stanford researcher, professor of math education, and expert on
math learning—has studied why students don't like math and often fail in math classes. She's followed thousands of
students through middle and high schools to study how they learn and to find the most effective ways to unleash the math
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potential in all students. There is a clear gap between what research has shown to work in teaching math and what happens
in schools and at home. This book bridges that gap by turning research findings into practical activities and advice. Boaler
translates Carol Dweck's concept of 'mindset' into math teaching and parenting strategies, showing how students can go
from self-doubt to strong self-confidence, which is so important to math learning. Boaler reveals the steps that must be
taken by schools and parents to improve math education for all. Mathematical Mindsets: Explains how the brain processes
mathematics learning Reveals how to turn mistakes and struggles into valuable learning experiences Provides examples of
rich mathematical activities to replace rote learning Explains ways to give students a positive math mindset Gives examples
of how assessment and grading policies need to change to support real understanding Scores of students hate and fear
math, so they end up leaving school without an understanding of basic mathematical concepts. Their evasion and departure
hinders math-related pathways and STEM career opportunities. Research has shown very clear methods to change this
phenomena, but the information has been confined to research journals—until now. Mathematical Mindsets provides a
proven, practical roadmap to mathematics success for any student at any age.

Effective Content Reading Strategies to Develop Mathematical and Scientific Literacy
A Biologist's Guide to Mathematical Modeling in Ecology and Evolution
Minds-on Mathematics explains the core elements of math workshop and provides detailed strategies for implementing the
workshop structure, including Lesson Openers that engage students,Minilessons that model thinking and problem solving.

Concept-rich Mathematics Instruction
Discover how effective coaching relationships add up to improved mathematics teaching and learning! Based on principles
established by NCTM and NCSM, this resource outlines a coaching process for engaging math teachers and fostering
productive collaborations that lead to better teaching practice and increased student achievement. Focusing on the role of
the math coach in transforming mathematics classrooms and ensuring equity, the chapters help coaches: Collaborate with
teachers to align and implement curriculum Build trust and rapport with hesitant or resistant teachers Develop collegial
partnerships for planning, analyzing, and reflecting on instruction Support and sustain individual and institutional change

Developing Roots Kindergarten Teacher's Guide Book A
This practical book helps middle and high school mathematics teachers effectively reach English learners in their
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classrooms. Designed for teachers who have had limited preparation for teaching mathematics to English learners, the
guide offers an integrated approach to teaching mathematics content and English language skills, including guidance on
best instructional practices from the field, powerful and concrete strategies for teaching mathematics content along with
academic language, and sample lesson scenarios that can be implemented immediately in any mathematics class. It
includes: Rubrics to help teachers identify the most important language skills at five ELD levels Practical guidance and tips
from the field Seven scaffolding strategies for differentiating instruction Seven tools to promote mathematical language
Assessment techniques and accommodations to lower communication barriers for English learners Three integrated lesson
scenarios demonstrating how to combine and embed these various strategies, tools, techniques, and approaches Chapter
topics include teaching inquiry-based mathematics, understanding first and second language development, teaching the
language of mathematics, scaffolding mathematics learning, and applying strategies in the classroom.

Guide to Mathematical Modelling
A multi-faceted handbook that integrates the unique roles of educators and parents.

Supporting Early Mathematical Development
Shows K-6 teachers how to teach math using writing and reading lessons and activities in accordance with NCTM standard
#2, math-as-communication. Includes classroom examples, lessons, activities, and stories for teachers to show how
everyday language skills can transfer to math learning. Illustrates how to make writing a meaningful part of cognitive as
well as affective development, how to use reading and writing in assessment of math sills, and how to make reading-math
assignments more meaningful.

A Guide to Curriculum Development in Mathematics
"Written to complement David A. Sousa's bestseller How the Brain Learns Mathematics, this facilitator's guide gives staff
developers and workshop leaders all the materials needed to present the latest neuroscientific findings in practical,
understandable terms and demonstrate how this information impacts mathematics instruction at all grade levels. You will
be able to lead workshops on how the brain develops an understanding of number relationships and processes
mathematical concepts, how environmental and developmental factors contribute to difficulties in learning mathematics,
and how differentiated mathematics instruction promotes student success." "Staff developers will find the Facilitator's
Guide to How the Brain Learns Mathematics to be an ideal resource for leading professional training for groups of any size pairs, small workshops, and large seminars."--BOOK JACKET.
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